OUTLINE FOR REGIONS REPORT

BASIC REQUIREMENTS:
• REPORT MUST BE TYPED OR BEST HAND WRITTEN
• STUDENTS/GROUPS MUST SHOW PROOF OF RESEARCH PROCESS
• FINAL WILL BE DISPLAYED IN POSTER BOARD FORM
• EACH PERSON IN GROUP IS RESPONSIBLE FOR CONTRIBUTING TOWARDS COMPLETION OF PROJECT
• EACH GROUP WILL BE REPORTING OUT ON FRIDAY

ELEMENTS OF PROJECT:
• STUDENTS MUST SHOW EVIDENCE OF RESEARCH FROM AT LEAST THE FOLLOWING RESOURCES.
  1. ENCYCLOPEDIA
  2. ALMANAC
  3. ATLAS
  4. INTERNET
  5. PERSONAL INTERVIEW
  6. CLASSROOM BOOK RESOURCES
  7. LIBRARY BOOK RESOURCES

ITEMS THAT MUST BE INCLUDED IN REPORT:

_FOOD _CLOTHING _BELIEFS _RELIGION
_LANGUAGE _TRANSPORTATION _HOUSING/DWELLING
_GOVERNMENT _TRADITIONS _CELEBRATIONS
_CEREMONIES _LAWS/RULES _NAME OF TRIBES
_CLIMATE _POPULATION _WHAT TYPE OF ARTIFACTS
_ART _CREATION STORY

OTHER INFORMATION THAT
• THIS PROJECT WILL BE DONE AS A GROUP REPORT
• ALL REGIONS ARE DEFINED FROM THE ARCHEOLOGY PROJECT THAT WAS DONE LAST WEEK. YOU WILL USE THAT INFORMATION TO HELP YOU COMPLETE THIS WORK
• YOU WILL BE MAKING A 3-D TRADITIONAL HOUSE/DWELLING MODEL
- Describes the type of artwork or artifact that would be found in the culture/tribe of that region based upon information you found out last week from archeology workstations.
- A map needs to be included to show where the region is located as well as the cultures/tribes that live in that area.

Other items that can be included:
- Population
- Animal life
- Plants
- Environment
- How many cultures reside in region
- Education
- Sports
- Games
- Flag
- Teen age life
- Major cities
- Dance
- Music